Case Study | Manufacturer (Undisclosed)

Using BI to improve customer experience and investment

Case Overview
A nearly century old manufacturing company builds, sells, and supports a broad number of
mechanically precise grinding machines to the defense and transportation
industries. Their individual machines each has the ability to capture a host of
metrics regarding their operations, but were not able to analyze or report data. Their goal is
to provide excellence in service and provide products that exceed customer expectations.

Business Challenges
With equipment often oﬀsite, the issue of remote access became apparent. Because of the
amount of data, and frequency desired, the client required a shared access (Wi-Fi) type of
connection into to a hosted environment, from which analytics could be performed. The
ability to provision an environment quickly, that could also scale as needed, was also
important. The client also was interested in leveraging Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Machine
Learning capabilities in the near future.
Inability to understand, track, or predict eﬀectiveness of their equipment and products.

Solution
Oakwood partnered with the Client to perform a rapid analysis of their existing environment
and data requirements. We then designed an Azure-based, Internet of Things (IoT) platform,
in which to capture and present the raw data feeds from their machinery. To create
meaningful dashboards and reports, the Client leveraged the BI toolset – ultimately giving
them insight and clarity as to the eﬀectiveness of their engineering
enhancements. The Client then built a secured client-facing portal to allow reports
that gave personalized feedback on the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of their customer’s
operations.
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Needs Analysis
Architecture
Azure Data Lake Solution
Azure IoT solution
BI Deployment for Dashboards and Reporting

Beneﬁts
Immediate insight into equipment productivity and failure rates
Improved customer service through analytics and customer-facing dashboards
Client empowerment to manage their equipment through data

Next Steps
Let us tackle your biggest challenges. Reach out to Oakwood and let’s discuss your business
objectives and technology needs. Please review a few of our business success case studies
here.

About Oakwood
Since 1981, Oakwood has been helping companies of all sizes, across all industries, solve
their business problems. We bring world-class consultants to architect, design and deploy
technology solutions to move your company forward. Our proven approach guarantees
better business outcomes. With ﬂexible engagement options, your project is delivered ontime and on budget. 11,000 satisﬁed clients can’t be wrong. Let’s have a discussion to learn
more about your business needs and goals.

We’d love to hear from you. Send us a message below.
Name *
Email *
Message *
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Website
Send Message
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